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Originally ordered by Flying Colours, the airline had merged with Caledonian and Airworld by the time the Airbus A330-200s 
 were delivered. Now wearing the new colours of JMC Air, G-OJMB departs Manchester : November 13, 2001.    



Following a further rebranding from JMC, and now resplendent in Thomas Cook livery, Airbus A330-200  
G-OJMC departs Runway 23 Left at Manchester : December 30, 2004.       photo by © Paul Tomlin



Thursday October 5, 2006 : low cloud, rain and strong winds make for a dramatic departure as AN-225, UR-82060, ‘ADB1264'  
is airborne off Manchester’s Runway 24 Left with Tripoli, Libya, on the North African coast as its first point of call for  

a tech-stop en route to Lagos, Nigeria. The aircraft was taking stage equipment for the ‘This Day’ concert  
being held in Lagos, over the weekend of October 7/8, 2006.                photo by © Paul Tomlin



Broome & Wellington Textiles Piper PA-42 Cheyenne III was based at Manchester, later replaced by a Cessna Citation.
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Replica Neuport Scout (G-BWMJ)

Great War Formation arrived at Barton on their way to the Northern Ireland Air Show at Port Rush : August 31, 2005.  
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The Great War Formation also featured two Bowers Fly Baby aircraft, G-BUYU / G-BNPV  
in the colours of the German Army Air Service, and a Royal Flying Corps Replica SE.5A.
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Jodel DR1050 G-BYFM departs Knott End beach.         photo by © Paul Tomlin 



Phil Robinson takes Magni Orion G-CGTK up for an air test at Barton.          photo by © Paul Tomlin
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LAC Flying School at Bolton Town Hall, Victoria Square : May 1991
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LAC Flying School’s long serving Piper PA-28 Warrior G-LACB touches down at Kenyon Hall on a visit from Barton.       



Rod Hoffman’s Barton-based Piper Arrow departs on a flight to Shobdon : March 6, 2005.           photo by © Paul Tomlin



One of a number of BN-2A  
Britten-Norman Islander aircraft used by  

Telair Manchester on charters and  
scheduled services over the years. 
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 Operating as Northern Airlines, two of Telair’s aircraft  
are pictured at Manchester-Barton in November 1991.
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Tornado GR.4 ZG773 weapons test aircraft shown loaded with two Storm Shadow cruise missiles, alongside  
are orange camera pods to record the drops : Warton, May 20, 2004.                photos by © Paul Tomlin



Typical Dan-Air Comet 4 interior in May 1977 : no moving map displays, no wi-fi and no film shows in those days !         
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Ashcroft  : July 9, 1995  
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YAK-52 LY-ALN wears stunning  
artwork on both sides. 



Platt Fields Park, Rusholme, Manchester continues to this day as a helicopter landing ground, both for visiting  
dignitaries and military movements connected with the nearby Manchester Royal Infirmary. Queens Flight  

Westland Wessex XV732 with Prince Philip visited July 11, 1974.                photos by © Paul Tomlin



Another visit of interest occurred on June 18, 2012,  
when the Dalai Lama visited the City of Manchester.  

Two Agusta A109s were in attendance at Hough End  
on the day of departure. 

Platt Fields park is nowadays used by the military, with   
exercises taking place linked to the nearby hospital.  

Helicopter types such as the Puma, Merlin and Chinook  
visit for short periods, often counted in minutes. 

A mile away to the South, Hough End Fields, the site of the  
first Manchester Airport, also sees a number of helicopter  
movements. These are usually Police and Royal Flights,  
which arrive at the resident Police Dog and Horse units. 

One interesting visitor on September 23, 2015 was AW139, G-DCOI, which arrived with Princes William and Harry for a short visit to  
a local housing project. The helicopter is owned by James Dyson, and its registration comes from his first Dyson vacuum cleaner 
invention, the Dyson DC-01.
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Opened in March 1983, the Air & Space Hall at the Museum of Science & Industry  
in Manchester, closed its doors to the public in 2020, with the loaned exhibits  

being removed to other locations .             photos by © Paul Tomlin



Brittany Ferries sponsored the Cri-Cri display team which took part in many airshows, 
including The Manchester Air Show at Barton : May 1990.             photos by © Paul Tomlin



In June 1993 ‘Mighty Monk’ G-IDDY, the only one of its type on the UK register, arrived at Manchester-Barton. Purchased  
by Dave Kaberry and Paul Kavanagh, G-IDDY is a single seat, clipped wing machine with a 265 hp Lycoming engine. 

It was previously operated by Nigel Brendish and built by his company, Harvest Aviation, as a copy of an American aircraft  
operated by barnstormer Art Scholes. In G-IDDY, Nigel Brendish established a record for flying across the  

English Channel, one way in level flight and the opposite way inverted !      photos by © Paul Tomlin
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TUI Boeing 787-9, G-TUIL, over the Runway 23 Right approach lights at Manchester : September 21, 2020.



Norwegian airline Nor-Fly visited Manchester fairly regularly at weekends, usually in connection with 
Manchester United football games at Old Trafford. Pictured starting up is one of their  

Convair 340 airliners, LN-KLK : October 27, 1978          photo by © Paul Tomlin



Twin Otter G-BGMD operated one of the first scheduled  
Spacegrand flights from Blackpool to the Isle of Man. 

photos by © Paul TomlinRonaldsway, IOM : September 24, 1982



Neat in line parking - the morning after the the windy night before.  
Manchester-Barton, December 9, 1993                photo by © Paul Tomlin



X

X marks the spot. 

Cessna T210M, G-BMSW,  was returning  
to Barton June 17, 1992 from a trip to Shobdon 
and Caernarfon. At 450 feet on approach to 27  
the engine failed due lack of fuel. The aircraft 

successfully force landed in the gravel filter bed  
of the sewage treatment plant at Eccles, only to 

be mangled by the travelling boom.
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Barton resident Piper PA-32, G-ATRW, was 10 miles south of Crewe at 2,500 feet, 
 tracking towards Birmingham, when the top engine cowl blew off, hitting the OAT   
gauge and cracking the perspex, following a fracture of a starboard cowling clip.  

After considering available options and as the aircraft remained flyable, it was  
decided to attempt a return to Barton, where the aircraft landed safely.        
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Barton : January 22, 1991
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Crunchie liveried Stearmen : Barton, May 11, 1990
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Barton : December 21,1977Barton : July 8, 2005         

Barton : August 31, 2005         Barton : August 31, 2005         

(Top Left) Auster AOP.9 G-AXRR passing through Barton from the Isle of Gigha, Scotland.   
(Top Right) last piston Provost built for the RAF, formerly with Flint Technical College, before moving to the USA.  
(Botton Left) the original Cessna 150 had a unique style.     (Bottom Right) FWP-149D G-RORY departs Barton.      



Faro : July 10, 1981

Freddie Laker was way ahead of his time in many areas of his aviation enterprises, 
notable amongst many were Aviation Traders and his unique Carvair conversions, 
leading up to the prototype Accountant twin turboprop airliner. His Skytrain airline 
brought cheap air travel to the masses, much to the annoyance of his competitors.
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A long term resident in the NEA part of Hangar 522 at Manchester Airport, Bill Wardle and his Piper PA-22 Tri-Pacer  
G-ARHP are pictured suitably positioned between resident NEA Learjet G-LEAR, and visiting Learjet N35CK. 

photos by © Paul Tomlin : August 18, 1985



M62 June 7, 1988 - photos by © Paul Tomlin

Broussard G-BKPU came down on the eastbound carriageway of the  
M62 Motorway which passes the North-West corner of Barton,  

following a flight from Liverpool.  An oil leak from the CSU  
obscured the windscreen, resulting in a collision with trees  

and a motorway sign, while trying to find Runway 09.
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Mainair test team in action :  
John Bridge / Paul Tomlin


